Optimum Maturity and Quality Parameters in Grapes: A Review
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The quality of wine is without doubt largely dependent on the composition of the berries (Biol, 1977). In studies on grape quality, aspects of physiological, technological and industrial maturities have been covered by Kourakou (1974, 1977) and Marteau & Schaeffer (1978). These maturities refer to stages in the grape which are respectively, those where sugar production in the berry has generally ceased, where the grape has reached optimum quality and finally where grapes would give the most economical return. Burger (1977) pointed out the necessity for specifying parameters which could be used to classify grape quality. This also includes the aspect of grape maturity which is a most important facet of grape quality (Carrol et al., 1978) and regarded by some as being even more critical in this respect than viticultural practices (Slesinger, 1975).

Polysaccharides: The soluble polysaccharides of must have been indicated by Dubourdieu, Hadjinicolau & Ribereau-Gayon (1981) to give a possible indication of maturity of grapes in Bordeaux. With regard to Sémillon, the best results are achieved with respect to the extraction and clarification of the juice during the wine making process when the grapes are the most mature and the soluble pectins in the juice at a minimum. These researchers showed that especially the pectins, increased in both Sauvignon blanc and Sémilion to a maximum before decreasing to a minimum during maturation.

Potassium and pH: The importance of cations and pH with respect to technological maturity has been reported (Kourakou, 1974). The latter authority used potential alcohol (sugar) with pH to determine technological maturity. Maturity of grapes was related to pH alone by La Rosa (1955) who recommended specific pH values for harvesting different cultivars. However, Amerine (1956), although agreeing as to the importance of pH was of the opinion that it can only be a partial answer in defining a standard for harvesting.

It has been suggested that the quality of Rioja wine is influenced by the potassium content of the grape (Jaime Y Baro, 1973). Supplementation of potassium in potassium deficient grapes improved organoleptic quality of the wine. Hale (1977) could not determine a potassium/malate relationship during the acid accumulating stage of the berry but did find a relationship during ripening. However, no potassium/tartrate relationship was found. Somers (1977) discussed a connection between potassium levels in the harvest and relative quality of Australian red wines. He noted a significant positive correlation between degree of ionisation of the anthocyanins and quality rating of wines (Somers & Evans, 1974). The degree of ionisation of the anthocyanins was primarily affected by pH which was in turn significantly and positively correlated to potassium levels. A point of interest was the indication that Australian and French red wines differed appreciably in their potassium concentration and pH values and subsequently in the degree of ionisation of the anthocyanins.

Phenolics: A study by Wucherpfennig et al. (1972) showed that leuco-anthocyanins in the grapes of Riesling, Silvaner and Sémilion grown at the sea of Marmara, decreased with ripening to a minimum prior to increasing again (Fig. 1). The leuco-anthocyanin concentration was related to polyphenol concentration and the pleasant taste ("Wohlgeschmack") of white wines was noted as not being dependent on only sugar/acid relationships but also strongly negatively influenced by the increasing concentration of polyphenols. An optimum stage of maturity of the grapes was shown at the lowest leuco-anthocyanin concentration which occurred at 16'–17' Brix (60'–70' Oe). Furthermore, it was determined in a survey of German wines that those of the northern areas (eg. Mosel) which are known to be light and elegant have low leuco-anthocyanin concentrations whereas those from the more southern and warmer areas (Baden) are fuller and showed higher leuco-anthocyanin concentrations. Work from the V O R I (Du Plessis, C.S., 1971, unpublished data) found the highest wine quality and lowest total polyphenols in the wine from Chenin blanc harvested at 16'B with partial de-acidification of the must but this could not be confirmed in subsequent results. However, Watanabe et al. (1976) found that white wines containing lesser amounts of polyphenols had the best taste and aroma. In an earlier study on white wines Watanabe et al. (1974) found no correlation between total polyphenols and sensory evaluation but found a good correlation between sensory evaluation and leuco-anthocyanin concentration confirming the findings of Wucherpfennig et al.(1972). Sirot, Ivanyutina & Pavlenko

---

FIGURE 1
Leucoanthocyanin concentration (mg/l) of must from Riesling, Silvaner and Sémilion grapes in relation to maturity ("Oechsle") (Wucherpfennig et al., 1972).

---

1 Presented at the XVIII th congress of the O I V. Cape Town 1983.
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(1979) noted that the amount of phenolic compounds in white must was proportional to the degree of turbidity. With respect to the best colour of red wines Marteau & Schaeffer (1978) reported from data of Ribéreau-Gayon (1972) that anthocyanins and tannins reach a maximum at maturity. This is approximately when the sugar concentrations attain the highest values. Lepadatu, Alexu & Mujdaba (1972) indicated that maximum colour occurred in only 35% of the cases at maturity while in the balance this occurred up to 25 days later. It seems that climatic conditions can also influence this phenomenon. A study on Cabernet Sauvignon in French vineyards by Carbonneau et al. (1978) showed that wine quality was positively correlated with polyphenol content. Tromp (1977) similarly found good positive correlations of the total polyphenol concentrations of Cabernet Sauvignon wines, made from grapes of different maturities. However, only certain polyphenol fractions in the grape skins correlated well with wine quality. It was indicated that the phenolics were modified during the wine making process to such an extent that the total polyphenols in the skins did not correlate with the final wine quality.

A most important aspect of the role of phenolics in wine quality was shown in a study with synthetic media (Du & Stashak 1974) that anthocyanins and tannins reach a maximum at importance and where the largest particles were indicated to appear to be of a reducing agent, could also be effective (1975) found no clear relationship between proline concentrations attain the highest values. Lepadatu, Alexu & & Sarre 1978; Van Wyk, 1978). Houtman, Marais & Du Plessis (1980) found that high concentrations of juice solid particles can have a negative effect and low concentrations a positive effect on formation of wine aroma components, e.g. esters (Fig. 2). Juice turbidity in terms of wine quality was noted as an incompletely defined factor but was without doubt most important.

**Nitrogenous compounds**: Drawert (1963) reported that in developing grapes, an average stage of maturity could be deduced from the attainment of a concentration "plateau" of summed amino acids. It was shown that proline correlated very closely with summed amino acid concentrations in ripening grapes (Du Plessis, 1977). Ough & Alley (1970) suggested that proline may be a usable indicator of relative wine quality for "Thompson Seedless" grapes. In subsequent studies Ough & Stashak (1974) noted a generally positive relationship between sugar and proline accumulation in grape berries. The relationship between proline concentration in grapes and subsequent wine quality has not yet been clearly shown. Modi & Guerini (1975) noted that Italian DOC wines generally show relatively constant but higher concentrations of proline than uncertified wines. Du Plessis (1975) found no clear relationship between proline concentration in Chenin blanc grapes and wine quality. (Fig. 3).

Ough (1969) found that under warm conditions the changes of ammonia concentration in grapes were relatively constant and could be useful to the Brix/acid ratio in predicting optimum maturity (Fig. 4).

**Turbidity and solids**: The suspended material in must was indicated to be of importance in respect of wine quality and the must should contain 20-30 g per liter before fermentation (Sirotta et al., 1979). In fact, with regard to red wines Siegrist & Leglise (1981) suggested that the quality evaluation of grapes prior to harvest should also include the solid phase/liquid phase ratio. Du Plessis (1977) studied the influence of juice clarity on white wine quality and showed that turbidity per se or solids mass did not necessarily relate to wine quality. It was indicated that particle size could be of importance and where the largest particles were indicated to be the most detrimental to white wine quality. The turbidity in must was shown to influence the aroma volatiles of wines negatively (Ribéreau-Gayon, Lafon-Lafourcade & Bertrand, 1975; Bertrand, Marly-Brugerolle & Sarre 1978; Van Wyk, 1978). Houtman, Marais & Du Plessis (1980) found that high concentrations of juice solid particles can have a negative effect and low concentrations a positive effect on formation of wine aroma components, e.g. esters (Fig. 2). Juice turbidity in terms of wine quality was noted as an incompletely defined factor but was without doubt most important.


Change in the ammonia content of Thompson Seedless grapes from Kearney Field Station over the normal harvest period (Ough, 1969).

Botrytis cinerea: It has long been known that Botrytis cinerea infection of white grapes can drastically affect the wine type that can be made from such grapes. Junge (1976) reported on the use of the "extract residue", as determined by Rebelein's formula, as an objective support parameter in sensory evaluation data of i.a. wines made from Botrytis cinerea infected grapes. Dittrich (1975) made a detailed study of the effect of Botrytis cinerea on many chemical components of the grape but did not relate these to quality. It has been noted that Botrytis cinerea ("pourriture grise") has become a major problem in Europe and can seriously harm wine quality (Gärtel, Bolay & Biol, 1977). The "vinegary" impression which is often found in wines from Botrytis cinerea infected grapes can be caused by ethyl acetate. However, Sponholz & Dittrich (1979) point out that ethyl acetate formation in wines made from "vinegary" grapes is not necessarily high and can not be taken as sole criterion of attack on musts by acetic acid bacteria. Cassignon (1977) paid particular attention to the degree of infection by Botrytis cinerea and its effect on loss of typical cultivar flavour.

Physical aspects: Poulton (1970) investigated aspects of harvesting grapes for maximum profit which could be called industrial maturity. He determined at what stage of maturity (Balling/total acidity) the quality was the highest and simultaneously measured berry mass at these various stages. From these data and payment formulae he could deduce at what stage it should be economically most advantageous to harvest. This approach is similar in many respects to that of Marteau & Schaeffer (1978) who reported that the date of industrial maturity of the grape i.e. when the grape has physiologically attained maximum sugar content, can be determined from the product of sugar/ml juice multiplied by the mass of 100 berries. This maturity index relates to the very important economic aspects but not as much to actual wine quality.

It has been found that Chenin blanc grapes taken on the same day from different vineyards show clearly different relationships between berry volume and Balling for the different degrees of Balling of the berries (Du Plessis, C.S. 1969, unpublished data) (Fig. 5).

Aroma compounds: An important group of grape components which can be classified as quality parameters, are the terpenes and related components. Austerweil (1946) suggested that the aroma of muscat type grapes could be due to terpenes and especially linalool and its derivatives. Stevens et al. (1966) determined that linalool and geraniol definitely contribute to overall wine aroma. Wenzel & De Vries (1968) added linalool to a neutral wine but found that a panel could not clearly associate linalool with the muscat character. However, Terrier, Boidron & Ribèreau-Gayon (1972) noted that linalool and geraniol play an important role in muscat aroma. Bayonove & Cordonnier (1971) found that some grapes with strong muscat flavour had low linalool concentration so that linalool concentration alone could not be used for analytical characterization of Muscat grapes. Webb, Kepner & Maggiora (1966) noted similar results. An important finding of Ribèreau-Gayon, Boidron & Terrier (1975) was that terpenes could react additively so that a mixture could be more aromatic than the most aromatic components in such a mixture. In similar context Mndzhyan, Saakayan & Saakayan (1971) reported that the aroma of a particular grape cultivar appears to be affected also by the quantitative relationship between the terpenes.

These aroma compounds in grapes have been shown to be mainly influenced by the stage of grape development. Hardy (1970) reported that the muscat aroma compounds increased in Muscat of Alexandria as long as the grapes remained on the vine but increases were most rapid during the final stages of ripening. Bayonove & Cordonnier (1970) showed that a component indicated to be linalool, is initially absent in the grape but subsequently increases to a maximum with maturation before it again decreases (Fig. 6). Similar data were reported by Marteau & Schaeffer (1978) with a decrease at industrial maturity or at slight over-maturation. Bayonove, Richard & Cordonnier (1976) also note that trans-3-hotrienol, a major constituent of muscat aroma, also increases with ripening of the grapes.

It was found that the behaviour of specific terpenes differed with ripening; some increased, some decreased whilst others showed little change (Rapp & Engel, 1980). However, Haushofer (1978) advises that harvesting be done when grape aromatic compounds are at a maximum which rarely coincides with the time of maximum sugar level. Terrier et al. (1972) report much the same tendency viz. that terpenes attain a maximum approximately 10-15 days before physiological maturity.

It appears that although some researchers are of the opinion that e.g. the quality of muscat grapes is a function of the linalool concentration in the must (Di Stefano, 1981) others are not as optimistic. However, it is accepted that terpenes are important quality factors in muscat type grapes. Terrier et al. (1972) give an index for terpenes at maturity by also taking the sugar and acidity of the grapes into consideration. Wagner et al. (1977) came to very much the same conclusion as the latter authors viz. that an indication of the degree of maturation of grapes deduced from the linalool/geraniol ratio, could be complemented by sugar and organic acid concentration ratios. They furthermore propose that the concentration of these aroma constituents should be able to indicate the quality of the harvest more accurately than sugar concentration. Cordonnier & Bayonove (1978) emphasized the importance of harvesting at the correct stage on quality; too early harvesting can give a pronounced unpleasant grassy character whereas too late harvesting results in a loss of aroma. However, Simpson (1979) noted that validity
of the terpenes as grape maturity indicators must still be shown.

A second group of compounds which contribute to the aroma of grapes and wine and consequently to quality are those which are responsible for the typical grassy character in e.g. Sauvignon blanc and Cabernet Sauvignon wines. Cordonnier & Bayonove (1978) and Pestre & Boubals (1978) noted that this aroma characteristic decreased in the Cabernet Sauvignon grape with maturation and stage of harvesting would therefore also be most important with respect to quality in the wine.

Augustyn, Rapp & Van Wyk (1982) recently studied the volatile aroma compounds in Sauvignon blanc grapes. For the first time methional, which has a potato-like aroma and trans-2, cis-6-nonadienal with a green cucumber-like aroma were found in Vitis. Evidence of the presence of several pyrazines was found which were believed to be key substances responsible for the typical aroma present in grapes and wines of Sauvignon blanc. Bayonove, Cordonnier & Dubois (1975) found that the addition of 2-methoxy-3-isobutyl pyrazine to neutral red wine, at a concentration as low as 5 micrograms per liter resulted in an aroma in the wine reminiscent of Cabernet Sauvignon. The pattern of formation of these aroma compounds in the ripening of grapes is an aspect of quality which must also be investigated similarly to the terpenes.

Initial studies were done on analysing for specific grape components which were correlated to aroma of the wine (Du Plessis, 1972). A fraction could be separated from juice which, when fermented with a synthetic medium, gave rise to a pronounced fermentation bouquet; the results were however, such that they could not be applied in practice at that stage. A follow-up study to determine wine quality factors and subsequently their origin/precursors in grapes did not give results which could be related either directly or indirectly to quality-related grape components (Du Plessis, 1975) (Fig. 7).

Total soluble solids, total acidity, pH and ratios: The foregoing studies were motivated by a lack of applicable parameters which would indicate grape quality. Maturity of grapes has been recognised as a most important quality parameter (Amerine & Roessler, 1958) and the Balling/acid ratios as indicators of maturity determined more than forty years ago (Amerine & Winkler, 1941). Three groupings were noted, viz. A for cultivars having 8°Balling/ acid ratios of below 28.6, 31.4 and 34.3 at 20°, 22° and 24° Balling; B for cultivars exceeding these ratios at the three 8°Balling and C for cultivars which at 20° or 22° Balling have a ratio of below those given but which exceed the ratio at a higher 8°Balling. Depending on the particular group into which a cultivar falls and from which area it comes, it would be suitable for either a table or a dessert wine. These authors noted that the Balling/acid ratio was very helpful for a preliminary grouping of wine grape cultivars. Tudosie, Moleavin & Chiroscia (1972) noted that a specific cultivar, which accounts for 4-6% of the total vineyards of Rumania, is at full maturity when the grape contains on average 217 g/l sugar and 3.5-5.9 g/l total acidity. Fazinic, et al. (1976) related sugar and acid concentrations of the must to grape quality. Flora & Lane (1976) found that juice soluble solids, total acidity and their ratio were closely related to ripeness in Muscadine grapes. Freeman, Turkington & Kaye (1976) suggested that sugar/acid balance of the grapes in their study was more important, with respect to quality than was the geographical source of the grapes. Although the 8°Balling/acid ratio has generally been studied in the warmer wine areas as indicator of quality it was also applied in Switzerland when optimum maturity had to be determined more precisely than with 8°Oe alone (Reutlinger, 1972). This is important since it has been found that optimum quality in a specific Chenin blanc vineyard in South Africa was attained at total soluble solid values which varied between 20°-24° Balling for different years (Du Plessis, 1977). Berg & Ough (1977) reported Balling requirements for Chenin blanc grapes and noted that these values ranged from 19°-23°Balling for two climatic regions which in effect come close to the values reported earlier for optimum maturity in South Africa (Du Plessis, 1977). This indicated the inaccuracy of total soluble solids per se as a grape maturity parameter. In fact, it has been very succinctly stated that 8°Balling “is practically useless as a measure of the quality that the grape is capable of obtaining” and that “the 8°Balling/acid ratio should be used to achieve the optimum quality of the grapes to determine the time of picking” (Berg, 1958). Coombe, Dundon & Short (1980) stated that the “balance between sweetness and acidity is a basic precept in man’s judgement of the quality of many items of diet.” In grapes this would relate to total soluble solids, of which by far the largest part is sugar, and total titratable acidity or pH. The 8°Brix/acid ratio was studied by Ough & Singleton (1968) as a means to predict wine quality. Indications, under their conditions of study, were that in cooler regions quality of wine was reasonably independent of maturity whereas in warmer areas an optimum level of maturity appeared to exist and could be related to 8°Brix/acid ratios of the fruit (Ough & Alley, 1979). In fact, they found reasonably conclusively that a 8°Brix/percent acid ratio of 30-32 is near optimum wine quality for Thompson Seedless grapes (Fig. 8). Coombe et al. (1980) also studied indices of sugar and acidity as ripeness criteria for wine grapes. Using survey data from prominent South Australian winemakers they indicated that 8°Brix x pH5 gave acceptable criteria for defining ripeness in grapes. Sinton et al. (1978) studying grape juice indicators for prediction of potential quality found that 8°Brix x pH was the most practical indicator of
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Aroma intensity ($r = +0.800$) in Zinfandel wines. However, no significant correlation between $°$Brix x pH in the grapes and overall wine sensory scores could be found. Fanizza (1982) applied factor analysis to determine a suitable wine grape maturity index in hot areas. He found that firstly pH and secondly $°$B are most important variables. Recent work in South Africa showed that $°$Balling/total acidity ratio and $°$Balling x pH data on ripening grapes were very highly significantly correlated (Du Plessis & Van Rooyen, 1982).

These latter authors harvesting periodically from specific vineyards, found that a specific $°$Balling/total acid ratio in the grapes could indicate optimum maturity significantly in the case of two white (Fig. 9) and two red cultivars. It was determined that the relationship between $°$Balling/total acid ratio and wine quality was curvilinear and indicated a rapid attainment of optimum quality followed by a rapid decrease. Different cultivars had different ratio values at their optimum maturities under the specific conditions.

It has been shown in a detailed study on grape maturity parameters that seasons can occur where no clear maximum of wine quality at stipulated $°$Balling/total acid ratios occur (Du Plessis & Van Rooyen, 1982) (Fig. 10). It is considered that the application of the latter parameters can be of more use in the warmer than the colder viticultural areas (Ough & Singleton, 1968). However, even under warmer conditions the sugar and acidity or pH maturity indices are not sufficiently consistent. It has been shown that especially in warm areas requiring irrigation the $°$Balling/total acid ratio in grapes can sometimes be relatively ineffective in defining optimum maturity in grapes (Du Plessis & Lütich, 1982). The influence of irrigation in causing marked fluctuations in pH in the grape with ripening can lead to inaccuracies in determining optimum maturity in grapes (Du Plessis & Rossouw, 1978). Fig. 11 shows the fluctuations which can occur and could lead to erroneous ratios.

The very real need to predict accurately the time of harvest to make the best wine possible, has led to the development of a grape quality assessment scheme by Cootes, Wall &
Nettlebeck (1981). This most interesting scheme, uses the following categories:

- aroma and taste of the juice
- altitude of the vineyard
- degree Baumé
- titratable acidity
- pH
- physical condition of the grape sample and
- sulphur dioxide concentration of the juice.

Grapes are assessed and the total bonus percentage gained determined which the authors relate to grape quality and for which the producer is reimbursed. Cootes et al. (1981) reported that the aroma of Riesling grapes from three vineyards correlated with wine quality score (r = 0.96). It was noted that grape juice flavour was not correlated with either °Baumé or pH. On the other hand titratable acidity of the grapes could be significantly correlated with wine quality for the one year of the study. An interesting aspect of the assessment scheme was not to use the maturity index "R" (°Brix × pH) of grapes of Coombe et al. (1980) but to replace it with appropriate range of °Be and pH in the grapes of each cultivar. The main hypothesis for this approach was that grape ripeness covers a wide range of chemical analysis (Cootes et al., 1981). It has been found that under South African conditions wine quality of ripening Chenin blanc can decrease by 10% within a week so that optimum maturity is attained and passed relatively rapidly (Du Plessis & Rossouw, 1978).

It may be that for certain cultivars where grape flavour is important, ripeness can occur over a wider range than for others and °Be and titratable acidity specifications may have to be weighted differently. The cultivar Chenin blanc e.g. is specified by Cootes et al. (1981) as having to be in the range 11.5-13.5 °Be (ca 20.8-24.4 °Brix) and 7-10 g/l titratable acid to gain the maximum bonus for these categories. It is known that Chenin blanc grapes of 11.5 °Be (ca 20.8 °Brix) and 10 g/l titratable acid will not give the best quality under South African conditions (Du Plessis & Rossouw, 1978). The grape quality assessment of Cootes et al. (1981) is one of the most promising systems reported but, since it has only been applied for a short while, initial problems could occur which should be ironed out by further research.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The knowledge of quality parameters in grapes is of cardinal importance since wine quality is directly related to the quality of the vintage. In this review it was the aim to refer generally to components in grapes which can influence the quality, and also to consider grape quality in terms of maturity. There are other factors which can also have a bearing on quality such as cultivar, climate, soil, viticultural practices and wine making methods. It was shown that grape maturity can have a more marked effect on quality than several of the latter factors. This is most important, for should these factors be studied and the grapes not harvested at optimum maturity, then maturity effect as a quality factor could override that of the studied factor and give results which would be meaningless. In view of the fact that many researchers have used grape sugar or total soluble solids as a quality parameter and since its inaccuracy in this respect is known, it is highly probable that many results were obtained which did not reflect the effect of a studied parameter.

In addition to the terpenes there are also those components in grapes which give rise to the typical aroma characteristics of cultivars like Cabernet Sauvignon and Sauvignon blanc. The pyrazine group appears to be of marked importance here. Studies of this aroma parameter with respect to viticultural and oenological factors which affect its formation will, like the terpenes, give the information which will undoubtedly contribute to defining the conditions which effect consistently good wine aroma.

Relevant studies in grape quality parameters and grape maturity have covered very many components and conditions. In many of these studies strong claims are made on the correlation of the specifically researched grape component or component group with ultimate wine quality. A shortcoming of many of these studies was that the relationship of so few components, in many cases only one, was studied in relation to quality. It is doubtful whether grape quality can be consistently related to only one component or even a component group such as amino acids. Future work should seriously consider analysing as many components as possible, such as those noted in this paper. In this respect the computer is as necessary an instrument as is the gas chromatograph today. It has been possible to forecast by means of heat units, the optimum maturing date of "Concord" grapes (at least 16%) total soluble solids correctly to within 4 days in 11 out of 13 years. Prediction of optimum maturity and possibly also quality by the use of computer programs is an exciting possibility.

In the warmer wine producing areas total soluble solids, acidity and pH ratios have been used for some time with a relatively good deal of success in determining optimum maturity in grapes. It was possible to predict optimum quality dates from simple extrapolation of relatively early season data. However, several workers have noted that sugar/acid ratios should be considered together with other factors such as polyphenols, ammonia and must solids to determine optimum grape maturity. It is considered that the use of statistical programs with these data in combination with that noted previously appears a most promising approach to defining and determining optimum quality parameters and maturity in grapes.
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